Abstract. We give here a variational formulation in H ' (T)/R of the exterior Neumann problem for the Laplace operator using a double layer potential. This formulation is then applied to the construction of a finite element method. Optimal error estimates are given.
Proposition 1-1. Problem (P.) has one and only one solution.
Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of the fact that llgrad ull, 2(nc\ is a norm on IV¿(Í2C) equivalent to the definition norm [ an Then, u is harmonic in i»c and can be harmonically extended in Í2. We are thus led to problem (Pj.
Find u G iHxiü)/R) x IV0(£2C) such that i At. = 0 in SI and Í2C, au/3/i=^eyv0-1/2(r) = {/iG^-1/2(r)l<A, i> = 0}.
We have then Theorem 1-1. Problem (P) /iaí o«e and only one solution. Proof. We have only to split up Problem (P) into an interior problem and an exterior one. For an interior problem, the result is well known [9] . For an exterior problem, it is the result stated in Proposition M. D In order to introduce the formulation on T which we are interested in, we shall need a problem (P') that we are going to define now. First, let us define HxiA; fi) = {_> G Hxin), Av G ¿2(»7)}, H^íA; Í2C) = {u G W0(í»c), rAv G L2(Í2C)}, K = {vG iHxiA; Í2)/R) x WxiA; Í2C) Isupp(Au) C I\ [dv/dn] = 0}, llullA:=Mn lgradi>l2-fcc+ fnc Igradul2 dxj Problem (P') is the following:
Find uGK, such that [u] =qGHx/2(r)/R.
We have then Proposition 1-2. Problem (?') has one and only one solution.
Proof. For u G HxiA; Í2) we have the following Green's formula [9] .
VuG/Y'i--), ja grad u grad vdx = -fa Auvdx +(-, v)H-i/2(T)xHxl2(r)
In the same way, one can prove for u G WxiA; £»c) the following Green's formula [4] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which gives a variational formulation of Problem {?') and ends the proof. D Thus, Problem (P) defines an isomorphism J0 of /¿'¿"1'2(r) onto #, and Problem (P') defines an isomorphism /. of Hx/2iT)IR onto Jf. Therefore, / = /f1 o JQ is an isomorphism of //¿"^(T) onto //''2(r)/R.
We shall see in a moment that a coercive bilinear form corresponds to this isomorphism.
Let q and q belong to Hx>2iT)lR and define a(-7, »7') = {q, J~xiq')). Then, we In order to use these results, we have to find an explicit expression of a. This is what we shall do now.
(nc) Proposition 1-3. Let q belong to XHT). The solution u of Problem {?') can be expressed by "00 = "T" fr <-(*) T" (l-T ) dyf 4irJr dnx \\x-y\ j Proof. It is an immediate consequence of well-known facts about double layer potentials [13] . D Concerning Problem {?'), the only change will be the definition of WxiA; OF) = {v\v G Wx0inc),r LogrAvG L2inc)}.
Finally, for regular q and q , the solution of Problem (P') can be written as {<q,q') = (g,q'),</q'GHxl2iT)IR.
1. Construction of an Approximate Surface Tn [14] . Let { 0¡] be a family of p bounded open sets of R3, covering T and such that, for each i, there exists a C°°m apping 0¡ ^ Q = {y\y = {y. y3h l/Kl.-l <J3<1)-
Let us further assume that 6¡ has aC" inverse mapping Q -*■ 0,-and that d¡ is a mapping of 0¡ Ci Í2, t). Cl £2C, 0,-Cl T, onto, respectively, (2_ = {^eôl73<0}, Q+={y&Q\y3>0}, Q0 = {yGQ\y3=0}.
We shall assume that the usual compatibility relations [10] hold between the &¡.
In what follows, we shall write ip,-for 9JX considered as a mapping of Q0 onto 0t n r.
To define T.,, let us assume that we know a partition of V into p closed parts r¿ such that p T,-C 0t, U T,-= T, rf Ci I\ is a curve of r (or empty), when i ¥= j. i=i
Let us denote by D¡ the image of T-by 0¡.
Let 2., be a set of nodes on T, and let o¡h he the image of ¿Zh n T-by Ô-. Now, we build on oih a triangulation T¡h of Z).. Then, to each element T of each triangulation Tih, we append a C Lagrange finite element with an interpolation space G such that Pk C G, where i°fc is the space of polynomials of degree k or less.
Let y>ih be the mapping the restriction of which, on each element T of Tih, is the G interpolate FT of <p¡. Then, rh is the surface defined by the mappings ipjh.
2. Approximation nh of the Normal n to T. We will use, as an approximation to n, the G interpolate nh of n. As we shall see later, this is consistent with the approximation chosen for T.
Construction of an Approximation Vh of HXI2(T). To each element T of the triangulation
Jh = Ú Tih, J=l we associate a functional vector space P, such that Pm C P.
Then, we define Vh as the space of the images of the elements of P on every curved element of Fn by the mapping FT, i.e., Vn={qhGC\Tn)\qh\T = poFT-x,VTGTh,\JpGP}.
We want the elements of Vh to be continuous on Th, in order to have the inclusion of V" inHx'2(rh). Unfortunately, this is not the case because, in order to get an optimal order of convergence, we have chosen another nh. Thus, the existence of a unique solution to Problem (Q./,) will be a consequence of the uniform coercivity of the bilinear forms ah. This uniform coercivity will appear during the error study of the following section.
5. Error Estimates. To compare q and qh, we have to define a mapping of rh onto T. For the same reasons as those of [14] , we have to use \p defined by -for x belonging to Fn, \pix) is the orthogonal projection of x onto T, i.e., i//(x) is the foot of the normal to T passing through x. For T., sufficiently close to T, i.e., for h sufficiently small, \¡i is regular and bijective [14] .
Then, we have the following estimates, Theorem II-1. Let q and qh be the solutions, respectively, of Problems (Q) and iQn). Then, if q belongs to //m + 1(r), we have The first inequality of this last lemma shows why we are interested in the mapping \p. It enables us to obtain an error on the Jacobian mapping of order k + 1, instead of k.
We are now in a position to resume the proof of Theorem II-l.
The error due to the change of bilinear form can be split up into three parts -the error due to the change of Jacobian mapping;
-the error due to the change of normal;
-the error due to the substitution of 4/~x(x) to x.
Using Lemmas II-l and II-4, we can see immediately that the first error is bounded by The error on the normal gives two kinds of terms jnx-nhx,n) (x -y, nx -nhx\x -y, n)
--and --.
\x-y\3 \x-y\*
We shall examine the first one. Let us recall that nh is the G-interpolate of«, so that \nx -nhx\ < Chk+X, both terms are bounded by Chk+x/\x -y\3, and the error due to the change of normal can eventually be estimated by Chk+X \\q\\ rfi/2(r\/RLet us now examine the error due to the substitution of \p~xix) to x. There appear three kinds of terms.
Ix-;pl3 \4<-xix)->l>-xiy)\3 \x-y\5 \^~xix) -4/~x(y)ls ix-y,nx)-ir\x)-rliy),nx).
For the first term, we put A = \x-y\; B=\^-x(x)-ip~x(y)\.
Then,
According to Lemma II-4, this last term is bounded above by Chk+Xj\x -y\3. An analogous argument gives the same bound for the second term.
The third term can be bounded in two ways.
On the one hand, we have \x-y-^~xix) + \¡/-1(y)\< \x-ip-iix)\+ \y -\p-xiy)\ <Chk+x, and, on the other hand, we also have be ~y -4>~lix) + ^_10)l = \il-^i~x)ix) -(/-i/-_1Xv)l < Ch*\x -y\. ■ Ji^-xix))Ji^-x(y))\dyxdyy.
The last term can be studied in the same way as for the proof of Theorem II-l. This study leads to the estimate Chk+X H-/ll//i/2(r)/RH-tellwi/2(r),R.
As for the difference (g, îlhJg) -(gh, nnJg), it can be bounded above by II g -gh U//-1-1^) "
ll/gll//i+i(r)/R, which gives ■*-«..-W>l<atT,k, tu-fel^, .
.S"*",r, "*V+.<r"R " <r)'R "° ,n and ends the proof of Theorem II-2. D
The L2 estimate announced in Theorem II-l can be obtained by choosing s = 0. Finally, we must not forget that our first problem was to find the solution of Problem (P). In that respect, the following theorem is the more interesting. If we choose qh such that fah qh dyh = 0, we get, according to Lemma II-l, Now, since qh belongs to Vh, we have [15] 11
which shows that the eigenvalues X of the matrix ah are bounded above and below by a < X < ß/h, so that the condition number of ah is of OQi~x) order.
2. Computation of the Elements of ah Near the Diagonal. To compute these elements, we have to integrate a function with a singularity of order 1/lx ~y\. When k and m are not too high, we can use primitives. In that case, the following theorem is of some interest.
Theorem LTI-1. Let us assume that, when \x -y I < Ch we define in the kernel ofah, i.e. in (nhx> nhy) 2(x~y' nhx)(x -y. nhy)
\x-y\3 \x-y\5 nhx and nh as the normals to Th in x and y, respectively (instead of using interpolates of order k of nx and n ).
Then, the estimate of Theorem II-l remains valid. Proof. We only have to estimate (nx -nhx, n) jx -y, nx -nhx)jx -y, nv)
---and -:-, \x-y\3 \x-y\5 when \x -y\ < Ch. Let us examine the first term. We have n -nx + 0(x -y), so that inx -nhx, ny) = inx -nhx, nx) + (nx -nhx, Oix -y)).
But
Knx-nhx,Oix-y))\<Chk. Ch = Chk+x, so that it remains to estimate inx -nhx, nx).
Let (*., x2) be the two components of x. We get According to Lemma II-4, the error on / is of order k + 1. We have now to estimate terms like /3Q o vfo) A idjjj ° <ft") 3^»\ 3(^ ° ^») A dj4> ° Vih)
Such terms have been shown to be of order k + 1 in [14, p. 67 ] by using the fact that \p is the orthogonal projection onto T, so that we obtain inx-nhx,ny)<Chk+x.
For the second term, it is much easier. We have \ix -y, nx -nhxXx -y, ny)\ Chk\x -y\ \x -y\2 Chk+X
Thanks to the variational formulation thus obtained, we have been able to prove error estimates. We have seen that the error on the jump of the solution through T is optimal when k = m, whereas the error on the solution, far enough from T, is optimal when k = 2m. As for the condition number of the matrix, it is of order OQTx).
These results can be compared with those obtained by J. C. Nedelec [14] for the Dirichlet problem, by the use of a single layer potential. There, the error on the jump of du/dn through V was optimal for k = m + 1, and the condition number of the matrix was of the same order OQi~x). However, the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix was only of order OQi), so that the coercivity of ah was very sensitive to numerical errors. This last fact appeared in the numerical experiments of M. Djaoua [3] .
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